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Problem Statement

Traditional Object 
recognition models use large 
sets of labelled data to 
accurately recognize the 
objects.



One Shot Learning

Learn the object 
information using 
one or few training 
image samples

Labelled Data Novel Data



Related Work 



Metric Learning

- Siamese Networks 
- Deals with optimizing the 

metrics. 
- Metric: Similarity



Data Augmentation

- Techniques like rotating, cropping, flipping, rescaling, 
adding noise.

- Synthesising new Images - GANs

Cons:

- The visual similarity of the new images is the same
- Doesn’t directly work on increasing one-shot accuracy.



Mixup augmentation

Cons:

- Linear combination,  without taking into account 
structural relation between patches.

- Label of generated image is just linear combination of 
label vectors.



Meta Learning
   Support Set Query Set





IDeMe-Net





Contributions - IDeMe-Net

1. Deformation network using meta learning
2. Exploiting the complementarity and interaction 

between the probe and gallery image patches.
3. Increase the state-of art performance of ImageNet and 

miniImagenet datasets.



Data Sampling



Model Architecture-Overview



Deformation Sub-Network

Generalization- For any Iprobe , we 
sample naug gallery images and 
produce naug synthesized deformed 
images



Embedded Sub-Network



Training Losses

Prototype vector pc for each class in S:

∥ · ∥ denotes the euclidean distance.

Prototype Loss:



Putting it all together - Training end-to-end



Algorithm
Random sampling for episodes

Generate the Pool from the 
gallery.

Train and Propagate Loss

Learn the feature maps for S

Synthesise naug Images per prob



Experimental Setup
2 Benchmarks: 
- imageNet 1K Challenge 
- miniImageNet

- First 20 epochs, train one sub-network at a time 
- Every 30 epochs, reduce learning rate
- End to end convergence after 100 epochs



Image 1K Challenge Dataset



Image 1K Challenge Dataset



Image 1K Challenge Dataset - Ablation Study



Ablation Study Conclusions 
1. Using cross-entropy loss to update the 

embedding sub network & prototype loss 
to update the deformation network 
achieves the best performance

2. Selecting the gallery images is the key to 
diversifying the deformed images

3. Performance improvements can mainly 
be attributed to the diversified deformed 
images not the embedding sub-network

4. Deformation sub-network effectively 
exploits the relationship between the 
probe and gallery image patches 



miniImageNet Dataset



Conclusion

● Simple Approach 
● Deformation Images being the major contribution.
● Extensive ablation study 

● Extend this augmentation technique to more complex 
networks.

● Extend to KNN classifier



Questions?


